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Frequently Asked Questions

Question
TERMS OF SERVICE

Answer
This is a privately owned and operated site. Membership is a privilege and can be suspended at will without notice, as deemed
appropriate by the owner of this site. To avoid this, we implore you to discuss any topic of interest, however, any discussion must be
kept clean and civil. Please use common sense as anything you say or do carries consequences with it. If you find yourself
questioning the nature of what you're going to post, then it's probably not safe to post it. If a user is banned for any reason we reserve
the right to save all prior posts and information in the event of a lawsuit or other.

Material that is knowingly defamatory, illegal, abusive, threatening or harassing, is strictly prohibited. As with anything, you, as a
member, should use good common sense when posting. Posts containing personal attacks on another user will be edited or deleted
with no warning or consent and potentially your account could be suspended.

Material that is sexually or otherwise obscene is not permitted here. Topics/posts containing such will be deleted on sight. If you violate
this rule, your account may be automatically suspended without prior warning.

Threats in any form will be immediately deleted, and result in the SCM member being banned from the site. Threats include, but are
not limited to explicit or implied threats to anyone and attempts to rally treason against the country. This is a privately owned website
and constitutional freedom of speech does not apply.

It is important that members recognize the real-time nature of these forums. The moderators cannot always monitor the contents of
posted messages. As such, we depend upon you to inform them when members are violating the rules. You must also recognize that
they cannot respond immediately to such notices and that some time may pass before any warranted action is taken.

Multiple User Accounts are NOT allowed on SCM. If use of multiple accounts is discovered then the user may face suspension or
termination of both accounts. You can always change your display name within your account if you would like to change how your
name shows up on SCM.

Using the Display name change feature with intent to deceive other users, then the user may face suspension or termination of their
account.

To report a post, use the REPORT THIS POST button on the top right above the message in question. This will get moderator
attention much more quickly (see image below of what the report ICON looks like within a post).
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User must provide their valid email address for verification of membership or account will be presumed a spammer and banned.

Details
Posted on Sunday 16 February 2014 - 14:56:45 by Craig (KJ6BCM)
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